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Welcome to Nortech's Vehicle Detection & Parking Product Catalogue. We hope you find this document 
useful. 
Nortech supplies and supports a wide range of people and vehicle access products that can be combined to provide 
complete solutions. To help you to find the right products for your project, they are divided into three categories:

Count Management & Display Solutions
Nortech offers a comprehensive range of options for car park counting and parking 
space management including full PC-based car park count management and guidance, 
compact standalone car park counting systems and shared parking management 
systems. There is a selection of full colour available space and guidance display signs 
to support all of our count management solutions.

Parking Management Systems 
The FeeMaster Smart®  range of parking management products offers easy-to-install 
and cost-effective car park solutions for preventing unauthorised access and for 
generating revenue. It gives car park operators full control of who can park in their 
facility and how long they can park for. Parking fees are automatically calculated and 
parking passes and/or exit tickets can be instantly produced according to operational 
requirements. 

Vehicle Detection
To support our parking solutions, we provide a range of inductive loop vehicle detectors. 
Nortech detectors are stable and robust and work in all conditions. The enhanced range 
of detectors has many advanced features such as automatic frequency selection, A-B 
logic and built-in diagnostics linked to a smartphone app. Their reliability and ease of 
installation makes them ideal for all our parking and vehicle detection solutions. 

We hope that you can find what you are looking for. If you need help, feel free to contact our sales team on  
sales@nortechcontrol.com or ring +44 (0) 1633 485533.
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Count Management & Display Solutions
This product range from Nortech provides the capability to monitor the number of vehicles within one or more parking 
levels or compounds, and to provide guidance displays for car park users.

The NorParc® PC-based count management system can manage up to 128 level counters and compute the data to 
produce space availability counts for zones, levels or groups as well as the total available space count. This count data 
can be used to provide on-screen occupancy and alarm information and to drive variable message signs located around 
the parking facility.

For simpler count management applications, Nortech's NCT100 standalone count control module offers a compact, cost-
effective way of managing car park occupancy. A single count control module can manage up to four separate car park 
counts or monitor up to four individual entry and exit lanes for a single car park. It can also drive a separate message 
sign for each of its counters.

Nortech’s standalone shared occupancy controllers can provide powerful, cost-effective solutions for complex parking 
access applications such as for managing shared parking facilities and for enforcing parking limits. As well as providing 
access control, the shared occupancy controller can use the message signs to display available spaces for each of up to 
four user groups and prevent each of the user groups from exceeding its quota.

Nortech’s parking display products include a comprehensive range of high-intensity RGB variable message signs (VMS) 
that use low profile LED matrices offering bright, clear messages indicating available spaces and status messages. 

Each VMS display panel can display count values of up to 5 digits and, depending upon the sign variant, there are 
options to display ‘FULL’, ‘OPEN’ or ‘SPACE’ and direction arrows. The range includes individual single level signs plus 
self-contained multilevel information signs.

EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS

Parking Space Management - Single Car Park

A car park associated with a hotel, school, hospital or even an office or small manufacturing site can be made much more 
efficient and easy to manage by using Nortech’s cost-effective standalone vehicle count management system.
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Nortech’s standalone vehicle counting system,  B

based on the NCT100 counter control module, 
facilitates the monitoring of the availability of empty 
parking bays in one or two car parks and provides 
information to customers as they arrive. 

Cost-effective method of managing car park  B

occupancy using bright, elegant parking display signs.

The most common application for the standalone  B

solution is a single car park with one or more 
entrances and exits where vehicles are counted as 
they arrive and leave. 

The NCT100 counter control module can  B

maintain up to four occupancy counts and drive 
corresponding parking display signs where required.

Vehicle movements are monitored by using vehicle  B

detectors to detect and determine the direction of 
vehicles as they flow through the car park access 
points. This method takes into account circulating 
vehicles as well as those in parking bays.

Nortech’s range of full colour variable display signs  B

can display available space counts plus other 
messages such as FULL, OPEN and SPACES with 
several user-selectable colour options. 
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Parking Space Management - Multiple Car Park

Nortech’s Norparc© PC-based car park count management system, supported by a range of Nortech’s vehicle 
detection and counting products, can monitor the availability of free parking bays over multiple car parks, and provide 
guidance to customers as they arrive to search for available spaces.

Shares Parking

The CPC204 Controller enables up to 4 separate parking groups to 
share the same parking facility and provides full access control, 
supporting a wide range of readers.

TechVision ParkingStaff Parking 1
Staff Parking 2

Visitor Parking
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Vehicles are counted as they arrive and leave each  B

parking compound. The information is processed 
by the PC-based software providing an up-to-the-
minute summary of the available spaces within 
each car park or compound.

Vehicle detectors detect and monitor the direction  B

of vehicles as they flow through the access points 
of each car park. This takes into account circulating 
vehicles as well as those in parking bays.

Nortech’s range of variable message signs provide  B

a display of the current availability in each section 
of the car park. The multi-level signs provide a 
summary of spaces in each car park for drivers 
arriving at the facility, and single level signs may 
be installed at individual car park entrances.
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A single CPC204 Shared Occupancy Controller  B

can provide full access control to a parking 
facility that is shared by up to four independent 
user groups. As well as validating user 
credentials, it will monitor usage and prevent 
each user group from exceeding its allocated 
number of parking spaces.

Shared Occupancy Controllers provide a  B

comprehensive range of Access Control 
functions such as restricting parking to certain 
times of the day, preventing the abuse of pass 
cards (pass back), and supporting visitor 
management using group specific PIN codes.
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ONLINE CAR PARK COUNTING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

NORPARC® Car park counting software. Includes count server and client front end packages. 
Requires additional counter licenses. Package includes USB-485 converter. 

NP-XXX Norparc® counter license. One is required per physical count (1,2,4 per 
NCT200, depending on configuration). 

NCT200-48
4-Channel counter with VMS control bus and PC communication bus. 
Can work standalone or as part of a networked system using NorParc® 
software.  Capable of driving up to 8 addressable VMS.

NCT200-48-ENC
4-Channel counter with VMS control bus and PC communication bus. Can 
work standalone or as part of a networked system using NorParc® software.  
Complete with PSU and enclosure.

NCT200-TCP-ENC
4-Channel counter with VMS control bus and TCP/IP PC communication 
bus.  Can work standalone or as part of a network system using NorParc® 
software. Complete with PSU and enclosure.

STANDALONE CAR PARK COUNTING

NCT100 Standalone 4-channel counter with VMS control bus. Capable of driving up 
to 4 individually addressable VMS.

STANDALONE SHARED OCCUPANCY CONTROLLERS

CPC202 Standalone shared occupancy access controller for up to 2 groups. 

CPC204 Standalone shared occupancy access controller for up to 4 groups.
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Product Product Code Description

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS

VMS-RGB-08A-P
High Intensity Full Colour Parking Guidance Sign with 10cm high 
characters, capable of displaying count values, status messages and 
guidance arrows.

VMS-RGB-10A-STD
High Intensity RGB LED sign with 10cm high characters, capable of 
displaying count values and status messages. Fitted with rear mounting 
strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-10A-T1 Multi-level sign housing with one high intensity RGB LED sign with 10cm 
high characters,  Fitted with rear mounting strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-10A-T2 Multi-level sign housing with two high intensity RGB LED signs with 10cm 
high characters,  Fitted with rear mounting strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-10A-T3 Multi-level sign housing with three high intensity RGB LED signs with 10cm 
high characters,  Fitted with rear mounting strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-10A-T4 Multi-level sign housing with four high intensity RGB LED signs with 10cm 
high characters,  Fitted with rear mounting strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-10A-T5 Multi-level sign housing with five high intensity RGB LED signs with 10cm 
high characters,  Fitted with rear mounting strips for post mounting.

VMS-RGB-WB-STD Wall mounting bracket for standard VMS.

VMS-RGB-WB-TX Wall mounting bracket for multi-level VMS.
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Parking Management Systems
FeeMaster Smart®  provides a simple and cost-effective means of managing revenue collection from car park users while 
simultaneously controlling parking access. The time-based system is unobtrusive and easy to operate. It can be installed 
quickly with minimal disruption to staff and customers. Its modularity and flexibility make it an ideal solution for a wide 
range of parking and general access control applications, enabling proprietors to collect an income from their car parking 
facilities while eliminating unauthorised parking.

FeeMaster Smart ® controls car park access using MIFARE® smart cards with an option to use barcode tickets for single 
use access. FeeMaster Smart ® cards can also be used to control access to facilities such as leisure centres, conference 
suites, etc. The smart cards are programmed with access rights and validity data, and can be issued for single or multiple 
use access. Expired and ‘last use’ cards can be automatically captured so that they can be re-issued, keeping operating 
costs down.

EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS

Hotel Parking & Hotel Revenue

It’s possible to both improve guest satisfaction and contribute to income by reserving hotel car parking spaces for 
guests and collecting parking revenue for the use of the hotel car park. Nortech's FeeMaster Smart®  product range 
enables hotel management to control access of the hotel car park without the need for expensive pay-on-foot equipment.

Guest Vehicle Arrives

Ticket Holds
Arrival Time

Guest Vehicle Leaves

Ticket Holds
Arrival Time & Grace Period

Card Read
(Captured on Expiry)

Entry Ticket Taken

Entry Ticket Taken Entry Ticket Scanned

Card Holds Validity Data
for Mulitple Exits

Check-in/Payment Taken 
and Card Issued

Sta� Multi-use, valid for months/years

Hotel
Guest

Multi-use, valid for length of stay
Captured on last day

Visitor Single-use, valid for hours/minutes
Captured on exit

Taxi Arrives Drop O� Taxi Leaves

Existing Guest/
Sta� Member

Card Read
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The cost-effective FeeMaster Smart B ®  
solution is ideally suited to control 
access to hotel parking by reserving 
spaces for guests and collecting 
revenue without the need for a large 
initial outlay on equipment and 
installation work.

The card-based parking management  B

system eliminates the need to install 
cabling between the components.

A comprehensive tariff management  B

system and range of customer types 
provides a flexible means of managing 
hotel staff, hotel guest and visitor 
parking. 
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Short-Term Parking

Collecting parking revenue and managing the use of a car park doesn’t have to be complicated and expensive. 
Nortech’s FeeMaster Smart®  product range enables car park administrators to manage the stay of each vehicle and 
to charge the correct fee for the stay without expensive pay-on-foot equipment.

Vehicle Arrives

Entry Ticket 
Taken

Ticket Holds
Arrival Time

Payment Taken and
Exit Ticket Issued

Vehicle Leaves

Ticket Holds
Validity Data

Exit Ticket
Scanned

Vehicle Parked

The cost-effective FeeMaster Smart B ®  
solution provides an ideal means of sourcing 
revenue from a car park without the need 
for a large initial outlay on equipment and 
installation work.

The ticket-based time management system  B

precludes the need to install cabling between 
the components. 

A comprehensive tariff management system  B

together with a ‘pick-and-mix’ range of 
components enables FeeMaster Smart®  to 
meet both the needs and the budgets of a 
wide range of car park administrators.
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Product Product Code Description

FEEMASTER SMART® CONSOLE EQUIPMENT

ENC-FMS
FeeMaster Smart® attendants console/encoder.  Desktop unit with 
easy-to-use keypad, 4-line display screen & built-in card reader/
encoder. Includes in-line mains power adaptor.

ENC-FMS-BCS

FeeMaster Smart® attendants console/encoder.  Desktop unit with 
easy-to-use keypad, 4-line display screen & built-in card reader/
encoder. Includes in-line mains power adaptor and desktop barcode 
scanner unit.

PD-FMS
Customer fee display. Pole-mounted with 2-line by 20-character 
backlit display. Includes plug-top mains power adaptor and RS232 
connection to the FeeMaster Smart® attendant's console.

CD-FMS FeeMaster Smart® Cash Draw - requires BCP-FMS.

BCP-FMS Barcode token/customer receipt printer for use with the FeeMaster 
Smart® attendant's console. Includes in-line mains power adaptor.

NT-FMS
FeeMaster Smart® Software for PC with additional tariff 
configuration and transaction auditing. Includes a USB/RS485 
protocol converter.

FEEMASTER SMART® ENTRY STATIONS

FMS-TD Roadside pedestal fitted with a ticket issuer. Compatible with the 
FeeMaster Smart® system.

FMS-TD-INT Roadside pedestal fitted with a ticket issuer. Compatible with the 
FeeMaster Smart® system. Includes a slave intercom.

FMS-TD-TG
Roadside pedestal fitted with a ticket issuer. Compatible with the 
FeeMaster Smart® system. Also includes a bracket to mount a 
Telguard GSM intercom.

FMS-TD/CRC Roadside pedestal fitted with a FeeMaster ticket issuer and 
FeeMaster Smart® card reader to allow two entry options.
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Product Product Code Description

FEEMASTER SMART® ENTRY STATIONS

FMS-TD/CRC-INT
Roadside pedestal fitted with a FeeMaster ticket issuer and FeeMaster 
Smart® card reader to allow two entry options. Also includes a slave 
intercom.

FMS-TD/CRC-TG
Roadside pedestal fitted with a ticket issuer and smart card reader to 
allow two entry options. Compatible with the FeeMaster Smart® system. 
Also includes a bracket to mount a Telguard GSM intercom.

FEEMASTER SMART® EXIT STATIONS

FMS-CRH-BCR
Roadside access control pedestal complete with card capture reader, 
barcode scanner and exit station controller. Includes LED indicators and 
card collection.

FMS-BCR-PED Roadside access control pedestal complete with barcode scanner and 
exit station controller. Includes LED indicators.

FMS-CRH-BCR-INT
Roadside access control pedestal complete with card capture reader, 
barcode scanner and exit station controller. Includes LED indicators, card 
collection box and slave intercom.

FMS-BCR-PED-INT Roadside access control pedestal complete with barcode scanner and 
exit station controller. Includes LED indicators and slave intercom.

FMS-CRH-BCR-TG
Roadside access control pedestal complete with card capture reader, 
barcode scanner and exit station controller. Includes LED indicators, card 
collection box and a bracket to mount a Telguard GSM intercom.

FMS-BCR-PED-TG
Roadside access control pedestal complete with barcode scanner and 
exit station controller. Includes LED indicators and a bracket to mount a 
Telguard GSM intercom.

FEEMASTER SMART® ACCESSORIES AND CONSUMABLES

MASTER-NT1 Single channel master intercom unit to be used with slave intercom. 
Includes PSU.

MASTER-NT5 Five channel master intercom.  Must be used when more than one item of 
equipment is fitted with slave intercom.  Includes PSU.

552-596 Paper ticket roll for use with BCP-FMS (per roll).

552-650 Paper ticket roll for use with Ticket Issuer (per roll).

CARD-FMS Smart card for use with FeeMaster Smart®. Not programmed (minimum 
order quantity 20).
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Vehicle Detection
Nortech detectors are stable and robust and work in all conditions. The enhanced detectors offer the following features 
and functionality to both simplify installation and improve performance and reliability.

 

Smartphone Setup and Diagnostics

Nortech’s vehicle detectors can also be set up using a Smartphone linked to a compact DU700 diagnostic unit. It enable 
quick and easy setup and comprehensive loop fault analysis. Installation engineers no longer need to get on their hands 
and knees to view a tiny display while reaching for switches on the detector. The diagnostic unit simply clicks into place 
on the front of the detector. It collects diagnostic data from the detector and sends it via a Bluetooth link to the diagnostic 
App running on a smart device. As well as providing vital feedback on the state of the installation, the App can generate 
a full report that can be used to formally sign off a site or be sent for expert analysis where a fault is suspected.

Automatic Frequency Selection B  
The detector can automatically select the best frequency 
setting to minimise noise and maximise signal strength, 
avoiding the need to experiment with frequency settings. This 
saves costs through reduced installation time and increased 
reliability. 

Anti-locking Feature B  
Each detector automatically recovers from events that may 
cause it to be stuck in the detect state. This will help to avoid 
the need to send an engineer to carry out a manual reset 
following an event such as a power failure with vehicles on the 
loops, saving costs.

Fast Recovery Time B  
The recovery time is the time taken by the detector to recover 
from the detection and be ready to detect the next vehicle. 
Nortech detectors have a shorter recovery time compared to 
our competitors, which enables them to respond quicker to the 
detection of a second vehicle, thereby reducing the possibility 
of tailgating and consequential loss of revenue. 

Power Fail Feature  B  
In the event of an interruption in the power supply, the detector 
will return to the detect/undetect state prior to the power 
failure. If a vehicle was on the loop during the power failure, 
it will remain detected when power is restored. The detector 
will continue to sample inductance change and verify whether 
the vehicle is still present. This reduces the risk of damage or 
injury through erroneous operation and saves cost by reducing 
maintenance call outs.

Easy Front-panel Feature Set-up B  
Simple front panel switch operation for: Automatic Frequency 
Select, Automatic Sensitivity Boost, Individual loop sensitivity 
adjustment (4 levels), A-B Logic (PD270), Normally open/
normally closed output relay contact, Individually selectable 
pulse or presence relay operation, Permanent presence 
option. The increased functionality and quick and easy set-up 
reduce installation time and permits greater flexibility for each 
application, avoiding additional spend.
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Product Product Code Description

SINGLE CHANNEL PARKING DETECTORS

PD172 Miniature boxed single channel detector with extended features. Power 
requirement 230V AC.

PD174 Miniature boxed single channel detector with extended features. Power 
requirement 12-24V AC/DC.

DUAL CHANNEL PARKING DETECTORS

PD272 Miniature boxed dual channel detector with extended features. Power 
requirement 230V AC.

PD274 Miniature boxed dual channel detector with extended features. Power 
requirement 12-24V AC/DC.

DETECTOR ACCESSORIES

DU700 Vehicle detector diagnostic system for smart phones, compatible with 
PD170, PD270 ranges.

RB1 11 Pin relay base for detector.

LP100 Loop cable 100m drum.

LP500 Loop cable 500m drum.
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Who is Nortech?

Nortech designs, manufactures and distributes people and vehicle access 
control systems.

As an independent British company based near Cardiff, the Welsh capital, we have been supplying products and  B

solutions to the security industry for over 25 years.

Our in-house design team has extensive experience in all areas of product development, including hardware,  B

firmware and software. We work closely with our chosen technology partners to provide first class solutions for our 
customers, and we are always looking to incorporate new ideas and technologies.

Our technical support team is available to support installation companies with any technical advice that they  B

need about our products including the investigation of any suspected malfunction. They can also assist with the 
commissioning of new installations and provide on-site guidance and training.

We encourage enthusiasm and high standards within our team, which is reflected in our long-standing Investors in  B

People accreditation. 

Our planned and disciplined approach to product engineering ensures quality and reliability in both our product and  B

services. We value our IS09001quality standard certification and strive to maintain that standard. 

As a full member of the BSIA, we are an established and respected manufacturer in the British security industry. We  B

are proud of the long term relationships that we have developed with stakeholders throughout our industry, and we 
look forward to supporting them for many years to come.
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Nortech Control Systems Ltd. 
Nortech House,  
William Brown Close,  
Llantarnam Park, Cwmbran,  
NP44 3AB, United Kingdom

t:   +44 (0) 1633 485533 
e:   sales@nortechcontrol.com 
w:  nortechcontrol.com 
 

All information correct at the point of publication, but may be subject to change without notice.

Why Nortech?
We aim to become a leading global provider in people and vehicle access solutions through developing 
and distributing premium products and solutions to meet the market’s requirements. 
Nortech implements a positive, outward-looking culture with integrity at all levels. Our team offers a 
first-class experience and service that our customers rely on while striving to include innovative ideas 
in products and solutions.

RELIABILITY
We obtain trust and respect from our customers and partners by being 

reliable, honest and trustworthy.

COLLABORATION
We openly share knowledge with each other and consult with our partners and 

key customers to deliver the right solutions.

INNOVATION INTEGRITY
We strive to include innovative ideas in our products to produce creative 

solutions. We ensure that everything we do is done in an ethical and transparent way.


